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Abstract. Working on building large scale information systems that have the 
job to serve their clients in a client friendly way and at the same time have to 
comply with the rules that regulate their behavior, including their (legal) deci-
sion-making processes, we observed that designing these systems is still more 
an art rather than a result of systematic engineering. We have been working on 
a method allowing stakeholders to systematically analyze the rules and their 
meaning (i.e. their effect in practical cases) in such way that it supports systems 
designers and (legal) experts in making sense out of the legal sources, and use 
this understanding of the regulatory system at hand when designing information 
systems that supports both the (administrative) organizations and their clients. 
In this paper we will elaborate on our proposed analysis approach, show how to 
systematically use the patterns explicitly but often implicitly available in laws 
and regulation. The Hohfeld conceptual model is very helpful. The Hohfeld 
model needs extension in our view and thus we have specified the semantic-
conceptual model for Hohfeld as a solid base to add time travel aspects. 

Keywords: Formal model of Hohfeld legal relations, analysis of law constructs, 
law based large scale information systems, temporal extension of Hohfeld,  
semantic-conceptual model, legal DNA. 

1 Introduction 

Most governmental institutions, including public administrations, are aware of the 
fact that the services they provide to citizens and companies, are primarily defined in 
laws, decrees and other regulations, collectively here referred to as the law. However 
if you look at the way they bring about these services and design the (e-)forms and 
(web) IT-services this clear connection between these services and some legal source 
defining them seems to be completely missing in nearly all cases. This lack of trans-
parent connection between the legal sources and IT-systems will lead to increased 
complexity and high maintenance costs and decreased adaptivity when changes in 
policy or circumstances require it.  

Dealing with change is something public administrations normally can handle very 
well as they are used to ever changing regulations and keeping their systems aligned 
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with their environments. However the way most administrations handle this can be 
characterized as an art rather than following a rational engineering approach. This is 
surprising given the interest of the process and amount of effort and money involved 
in it. What we observed in the more than 30 years working experience in business 
information systems, is that different stakeholders within the public administrations 
try to grasp the consequences of the regulatory or environmental changes for those 
issues they feel responsible for and then start to redesign the processes, (parts of) IT-
systems, (e-)forms etc., without worrying too much that the partial solutions will to-
gether create the required, i.e. compliant, solution. As a result of this existing practice 
administrations can not guarantee the legitimacy of their acting, have difficulties ex-
plaining their (legal) decisions, deliver not always the services expected by their 
stakeholders, and are less adaptive and cost-effective as they could be.  

In one of our previous publications (Van Engers & Nijssen 2014a) we have de-
scribed part of our modeling approach, more specifically an analysis of legal rela-
tions, an analysis that is based upon the original work of Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld 
(see Hohfeld 2010, originally published 1913). We have extended the four basic rela-
tional categories with temporal relations and explicit events (legal actions) that allow 
us to analyze and describe regulations and situations subjected to regulations using a 
state-transactional view fitting the life-cycle of these legal relations and enabling for a 
service-oriented perspective combining the requirements from regulatory sources and 
the life events of the cases at hand.  

Before introducing the Hohfeldian basic categories and explaining our extensions, 
let us explain some of the considerations we had when we started our quest for a se-
mantic-conceptual modeling method for laws and regulations that would be the basis 
of an engineering approach for large-scale information systems in (public) administra-
tions. 

One of these considerations was that policymakers and legal drafters tend to limit 
their creativity by (re)using existing policies and regulations as examples. Mechan-
isms such as good drafting principles (in many countries the drafters are bound by 
these principles, in the Netherlands for example by the “Aanwijzingen voor de Regel-
geving” in English “Directives for the Legal drafter”) further limit the number of 
constructions the policymakers and drafters will produce when creating new regula-
tions or change existing ones.  

The operational units that are responsible for organizing the processes that make 
the regulations work also restrict themselves by basing the new functionalities that are 
implied by the new regulations on ones that are already known. This allows the ad-
ministrations to keep close to existing or at least familiar processes with the assump-
tion of a decrease in failure risks. In our many years of working in practice however 
we have not seen this reuse of abstract building blocks explicitly addressed, while we 
were more and more convinced this would allow us to build better information sys-
tems. These systems of course would primarily have to be correct implementations of 
the requirements that are given by laws and regulations.   
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2 Public Administrations and (Public) Service Design 

From public administrations we expect that their activities and information systems 
supporting them, i.e. the administration’s services, are derived from law. Not imple-
menting services that would be required to fulfill legal obligations or allow citizens to 
execute their rights would disrupt our legal systems while offering services that are 
not connected to the law would rightfully be considered a waste of public money at 
least. In practice however, as far as we know, no method was used to systematically 
analyze sources of law and derive the required services in such way that the connec-
tion would be clear to all stakeholders. In 2012 in the Netherlands some public admin-
istrations together with universities and innovative companies of prime interest for  
e-government started to cooperate on these matters. The authors of this paper are 
member of that cooperation. We named this group the ‘Blue Chamber’ referring to 
the color of the walls of the room in which the first concrete ideas have taken shape. 
The authors of this focus on the fundamental research work in this groups’ co-creative 
effort and report in this paper part of what they have accomplished.  

As stated before our approach is partly based upon work of Hohfeld, who devel-
oped his legal relations in the early twentieth century. One could wonder why it takes 
so long to develop a method that would guarantee the correct implementation of law. 
Perhaps the most recent crisis in the Netherlands is a blessing in disguise forcing pub-
lic administration to do more with less. The people representing the public administra-
tions stressed that the conditions under which the government must perform its duties 
are constantly changing due to changes in legislation. The effects of these changes are 
to be implemented in services to citizens and businesses quickly and effectively. Citi-
zens and businesses may expect reliable and expedient rendering of services. Ob-
viously these services should provide answers to their questions, or offer a solution to 
their specific needs. 

In recent decades, public administration has changed under the influence of digiti-
sation. These changes affect the processes of implementing public services. Both the 
large-scale processes for handling cases of large groups of citizens, and processes for 
the treatment of individual cases in complex situations are affected. Examples can be 
found in the area of benefit provision, granting of subsidies, licensing and taxation. 
Central government, provincial governments and municipalities strive, as much as 
possible, to process applications for licenses, benefits and the provision of other pub-
lic services electronically. 

Successive governments have been working on a response to this development. 
Among other things, this has resulted in a government-wide vision1 of the provision 
of services to citizens and businesses. This vision is based on customer-driven public 
services in which there is a central focus on the requests of citizens and businesses. 
The implementing bodies are expected to design their processes and services in such a 
way that they can meet the needs and perspectives of their customers. In other words, 
efficacy is central. A prime challenge will be to offer the desired effective processing 
of customer requests in an affordable and efficient manner. 

                                                           
1 Established Government-Wide Vision of Services (Vastgestelde Overheidsbrede Visie op 

Dienstverlening) kst-26643-182 – Official Publications (in Dutch). 
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The effective and efficient handling of customer requests requires cooperation be-
tween different organisations. This helps diminish the meaning of the boundaries 
between layers of government and government organisations. 

In order to play their part for and on behalf of citizens, it is necessary for the gov-
ernment organisations to design their processes and services in such a way that they 
can respond to changing conditions, changing stakeholder demands and changes in 
cooperation with other organisations.  

In recent years, it has been the tendency for implementing bodies to refrain from 
concealing the rules in layers of IT systems, but to opt instead for an approach in 
which these rules are defined in such a way in IT systems that they can be more easily 
implemented and maintained. In legislation, the trend is to model information, rules 
and processes in an integrated fashion. This translation of legislation into integrated 
knowledge and process models is used as a specification for processes and IT sys-
tems. ‘Rule-based or knowledge-based working’, ‘rule management’, ‘Knowledge as 
a Service’ (KaaS) and ‘agile implementation of legislation’ are names that are used to 
describe this approach. 

The approach aims to provide greater flexibility and agility in the implementation 
of new laws and/or regulations. 

What is still lacking however is a uniform and coherent method to analyze and in-
terpret sources of law that would achieve integrated information, rules and process 
models with which the desired flexibility and agility in the provision of information 
can be realized. Such an approach is therefore a prerequisite for the realization of a 
customer-oriented service and for securing collaboration between organizations (inte-
roperability). The observations below from daily implementation practice illustrate 
the lack of a ‘clear and coherent method of analysis for the interpretation of legisla-
tion by implementing bodies’: 

• Translating legislation into customer-driven service and product requirements for 
the implementation of processes and applications is usually quite time-consuming. 

• The (contents of) services and processes are not sufficiently traceable to the legis-
lation. 

• Up till now, the translation of legislation into service and product requirements has 
often proved to be a process difficult to control. The procedure is not clear and is in 
part implied and depends on the individual ‘translator’. Analysis usually takes 
place from this translator’s own discipline (legal, implementation, information 
science or IT). The required expertise is scarce. 

• Adequate support which allows for intelligent searching of the corpus of legislation 
is currently lacking and there is only limited support for adequately managing the 
results in conjunction. 

It is our aim to help to solve these issues by developing the required method.  
In that effort it was clear from day one that we had to clarify the meaning of the le-

gal sources, i.e. the effects that it could potentially have for each of the addressees, 
first. A semantic-conceptual model of the legal source could create this required clari-
ty. When developing our method we were primarily asking ourselves which are the 
kind of constructs that are required in the semantic-conceptual model such that the 
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intent of the law can be maximally explicitly represented in a scalable semantic-
conceptual model? 

Regulations, for example a law, describe primarily the rights and duties of the par-
ties with respect to certain matter. Rights and duties are terms that upon semantic-
conceptual analysis can be usefully subcategorized. About a century ago Hohfeld 
described a solid framework for this subcategorization. His description however was 
– understandably at that time (1913) – reasonably informal and also it lacked some 
elements that would allow us to formally express the meaning of regulatory sources in 
such a way that it would fit our current needs. 

In the next sections we will describe the formal semantic-conceptual model of that 
framework as a base to add requirements that have originated in more recent years. 

3 The Original Hohfeldian Relations  

Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld produced a landmark paper in the early years of the 20th 
century, clarifying the most important concept in the legal world: the legal relation 
(Hohfeld used both the terms legal as well as jural relation). One of Hohfeld’s main 
ideas is that all legal relations consist of a set of atomic or elementary legal relations 
between two parties with respect to a certain matter, and each legal relation has only 
the following four possible pairs: 

i. One party has a right (claim) and another party has a duty,  
ii. One party has a privilege and another party has a noright,  

iii. One party has a power and another party has a liability, and  
iv. One party has an immunity and another party has a disability.   

 
In Van Engers & Nijssen (2014a) we have paraphrased Corbin (see Corbin 1991 & 
1921) and have posed the following about these four party-paired legal relations:  
 
Suppose we have two parties, person A and person B. 
 
Right and Duty. When person A currently has a right and person B has at the same 
time a duty with respect to matter M, person A is aware that the following holds: what 
must person B do for me (person A) with respect to matter M; person B is aware that 
for him the following holds: what must I (person B) do for person A with respect to 
matter M? 
 
Privilege and Noright. When person A currently has a privilege and person B has at 
the same time a noright with respect to matter M, person A is aware that the following 
holds: what may I do with respect to M, without having regard for any other including 
person B; the noright party, in this case person B is aware that for him the following 
holds: what may person A do with respect to M, unrestrained by me (person B)? 
 
Power and Liability. When person A currently has a power and person B has at the 
same time a liability with respect to matter M, person A is aware that the following 
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holds: what new legal relation may I create between person B or between person B  
and another party, or me, with respect to M; the liability party, in this case person B is 
aware that for him the following holds: what new legal relation may person A create 
for me and another party with respect to M, without having any regard for my posi-
tion? 
 
Immunity and Disability. When person A currently has an immunity and person B 
has at the same time a disability with respect to matter M, person A is aware that the 
following holds: with respect to matter M person A is not subject to the power of 
person B to alter the legal relation of person A with respect to matter M (paraphrasing 
Corbin 1919, page 8). The disability party, in this case person B is aware that for him 
the following holds: person B cannot change the existing legal relation of person A 
with respect to matter M. 

In Van Engers and Nijssen 2014 we have pointed at one of the major issues with 
Hohfeld’s original work; it lacks a temporal perspective which is needed to under-
stand how acts are related to the creation and termination of legal relations (typically 
created via a power-liability). Such perspective is essential for connecting the legal 
consequences to the acts performed, a perspective we need to when we want to build 
supporting IT systems. These IT systems after all will have to handle complex social 
situations and consequently we need to understand the sequences of actions that we 
have to be able support, by creating services for each of them. The power for every 
alien to receive asylum, for example, can be expressed as a power-liability relation, 
requiring a service to submit these requests and a service to inform the alien about the 
result of processing that request. In our method we therefore have include a temporal 
perspective, which allows us to understand the consequences of the creation and ter-
mination of Hohfeldian relations.  

4 A Service Oriented Design Perspective on Hohfeld 

In the previous section we have already pointed at one of the shortcomings of Hohfel-
dian analysis, i.e. the lack of an explicit temporal perspective. Another weakness is its 
mere focus on the institutional reality layer leaving the connection to brute reality 
underexposed. Figure 1 shows the connection between these layers. 

Legal reasoning is part of the Institutional Reality layer. This Institutional Reality 
layer maps legal facts, using legal rules, to other legal facts. In other words it de-
scribes legal facts and legal (derivation) rules. Furthermore it describes legal meta-
rules, such as rules that determine the applicability of other legal rules. The legal facts 
in the Institutional Reality layer have to be connected to the brute reality. Brute reality 
consists of the physical and informational or administrative brute reality. The brute 
facts represented as some data object can be ‘qualified’ or ‘count as’ some legal fact. 
Therefore (institutional) meaning is assigned to the brute facts through their qualifica-
tion. It must be noted that in most court cases it is the qualification of brute facts that 
are disputed rather than the epistemic reasoning (i.e. drawing conclusions from legal 
facts and the applied legal rules). Intuitively one would think that each brute fact 
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Combining this perspective selection, taking the position of one of the addressed 
actor-roles, with the power-liability focus provides us a service-oriented perspective 
on the legal domain at hand.  Let us illustrate this with an example. Let’s assume that 
a taxpayer has the power to request for a delayed payment given some conditions and 
that the tax inspector has the corresponding liability, and the associated duty when the 
power is executed, to handle the request. The consequent services the tax administra-
tion (assuming that the tax administration is the organization that implements the 
institutional concept ‘tax inspector’) has to provide are ‘reception of delayed payment 
request’ and ‘provide decision on delayed payment request’. Please note that the pro-
duction of the decision is the execution of another power by the tax inspector. It must 
be stressed that liability of the tax inspector doesn’t include a positive decision, i.e. 
granting of the request. Furthermore, but this would require some legal background 
knowledge if we would have known that within administrative law one can usually 
object against decisions, we may need another service ‘receive objection against deci-
sion on delayed payment request’, which can be derived from the power of the re-
questor and liability of the tax inspector. 

These services are the constructive components or building blocks that together 
form our information systems. The input thereof is data that may represent acts and 
brute facts allowing us to interpret this data and use it for (automated) legal reasoning. 
The legal consequences can in return be presented as output data of the system. Ob-
viously we might want to present the reasoning (perhaps in reasoning steps) and the 
intermediary or derived legal facts as well.  

5 Hohfeld in a Semantic-Conceptual Model  

At the time Hohfeld published his landmark paper in 1913 little attention was paid to 
formal models. At that time there were no large information systems supporting gov-
ernment services. And at that time there was much less experience with diagrammatic 
representation of knowledge compared with today. If we recall that the first attempt of 
the now well-known periodic table started in 1789 and the current form was designed 
in 1923, then it is about time that we start to develop a “periodic table” for legal rela-
tions. Hohfeld laid a solid foundation in 1913. How should such a “jural periodic 
table” look like? We do not pretend we have the final answer but we believe a modest 
start is described hereafter.  

What is a semantic-conceptual model?  It is a formal model that: 

1. Defines the scope of the subject. This is represented by explicitly defining the fact 
types aka kind of facts and by consequence the fact instances that are considered 
within scope; 

2. Defines the associated derivation rules, if applicable. Derivation rules map fact sets 
to other fact sets, and can be interpreted as possible and permitted transitions of 
fact sets; derivation rules are performed by software; 

3. Defines all the associated integrity rules. Integrity rules specify which fact sets 
within scope and transitions to new sets as a consequence of adding to and/or delet-
ing facts from the fact base as well as mappings between fact sets, i.e. transitions, 
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are considered to be correct expressions; in more casual terms, the integrity rules 
specify the required quality of the fact sets and transitions. The integrity rules con-
stitute what is usually referred to as the theoretical framework; integrity rules are 
checked by software; 

4. Defines the  associated behavioural rules, if applicable and the associated actor-
roles; behavioral rules are performed by legal entities; 

5. Defines the associated set of events (either jural actions by actors or time-induced 
events) and  

6. Describes the definitions of the terms in natural language. 
 
Please note that 1. through 5. constitute a formal semantic-conceptual model. The 

item under 6. is an informal component. 
The question may be asked: Why do we need the informal component associated 

with 1. through 5.? To answer that question we need to go through the  procedure how 
to model a law. The source of a semantic-conceptual model is the law and associated 
decrees, or treaties and regulations. The process that is used to produce a formal se-
mantic-conceptual model for the law is a human process. A lot of essential model 
elements are implicit in a law. When humans are aware of the patterns containing 
implicit components as well as the explicit components, duly educated experts can 
produce a formal semantic-conceptual model. However for humans to do this job, 
including validation of the model, the definitions of the terms are an absolute prere-
quisite. Without these definitions there is hardly any chance that the model can be 
validated. Hence the list of terms and their definition is an indispensable part of the 
entire analysis and validation process, used to specify a semantic-conceptual model of 
a law and associated regulations.  

A reasoner does, at first sight, not need the list of definitions. The reasoner can 
produce the results solely from the formal semantic-conceptual model and the fact 
base. However when a reasoner wants to communicate in a human friendly way, we 
recommend to make systematic use of this list. Hence there is a useful function for the 
list of definitions when the entire process is considered.   

How is the scope of Hohfeld defined? 
The first fact type is: 
FT1: <Party-Right-Side> in the role of <Kind-Of-Right> has a legal relation with 

<Party-Duty-Side>  in the role of <Kind-Of-Duty> with respect to <Matter>. 
In Fig. 2 we see that within the scope of Hohfeld there are facts that conform to the 

fact type called “Legal relation”. The fact type “Legal relation” consists of 5 va-
riables. An example of a fact (instance) could be: A in the role of Claim has a legal 
relation with B in the role of Duty with respect to M. In practice there are millions of 
these fact instances that are within scope. The semantic-conceptual model declares 
such fact instances within scope of Hohfeld by the declaration of the fact type “Legal 
relation”. 

With this declaration we can express every Hohfeld legal relation. We want to re-
mark that we recommend to explicitly model Matter as this is a domain specific set of 
facts. 
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In the CogNIAM protocol to develop a semantic-conceptual model, there is a rule 
that specifies that the modeler needs to have at least one functional integrity rule for 
every fact type. It is recommended to add this type of integrity rule with priority 1.  

Integrity rule IR1: The combination of Party-Right-Side, Kind-Of-Right, Party-
Duty-Side and Matter is unique.  

An alternative formulation could be: The combination Party-Right-Side, Kind-Of-
Right, Party-Duty-Side and Matter determines Kind-Of-Duty. 

A fact instance of fact type FT1 is an instance of what Hohfeld called a legal rela-
tion. At the time of Hohfeld (1913) this was considered sufficient. 

In these days (2014) where the government offers services based on laws and regu-
lations, and a very typical characteristic of such laws and regulations is that they are 
almost constantly changing, we need more extended facts. 

FT2: <Party-Right-Side> in the role of <Kind-Of-Right> has a legal relation with 
<Party-Duty-Side>  in the role of <Kind-Of-Duty> with respect to <Matter>.This 
legal relation was established on <Date-Time-Established>, it starts to become effec-
tive on <Date-Time-Effectiveness-Start> and it has terminated respectively is sup-
posed to end its effectiveness on <Date-Time-Effectiveness-Ended>. 

But there are several integrity rules in the extended Hohfeld version needed in 
these days. 

We first and for all have to cater for the “time travel” aspect. This means that we 
have to extend integrity rule IR1 as follows: 

Integrity rule IR2: The combination of Party-Right-Side, Kind-Of-Right, Party-
Duty-Side>, Matter and Date-Time-Validity-Start is unique.  

 
There are precisely 4 kinds of rights in the Hohfeld approach. Hence we need a fact 

type and an integrity rule to express that formally. The fact type is: 
TF3: Within the collection of kinds of rights there exist the <Kind-Of-Right>. 
As we have limited space in this paper we will not include the complete diagram-

matic representation of every fact type and integrity rule mentioned below. 
Integrity rule IR4: Permitted values for Kind-Of-Right are {claim, privilege, pow-

er, immunity}. In a more casual language, Hohfeld recognizes the following kinds of 
rights: claim, privilege, power and immunity.  

If we apply dimension analysis to the kinds of rights we come to the conclusion 
that we are dealing with two different subtypes:  

ST1: Kind-Of-Right-State is a subtype of Kind-Of-Right 
Integrity rule IR6: Kind-Of-Right-State  permitted values are Claim and Privilege. 
ST2: Kind-Of-Right-Dynamic is a subtype of Kind-Of-Right 
Integrity rule IR8: Kind-Of-Right-Dynamic  permitted values are Power and Im-

munity. 
There are precisely 4 kinds of duties in the Hohfeld approach. Hence we need a 

fact type and an integrity rule to express that formally. The fact type is: 
TF4: Within the collection of kinds of duties there exist the <Kind-Of-Duty>. 
Integrity rule IR10 Permitted values for Kind-Of-Duty are {duty, noright, liability, 

disability}.  
If we apply dimension analysis we come to the conclusion that we are dealing with 

two different subtypes of Kind-Of-Duty:  
ST3: Kind-Of-Duty-State is a subtype of Kind-Of-Duty. 
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Integrity rule IR12: Kind-Of-Duty-State  permitted values Duty and Noright. 
ST4: Kind-Of-Duty-Dynamic is a subtype of Kind-Of-Duty. 
Integrity rule IR14: Kind-Of-Duty-Dynamic  permitted values Liability and Disa-

bility. 
However Hohfeld has made it clear that he only considers the following pairs to be 

applicable: 
FT5: <Kind-Of-Right> and <Kind-of-Duty> is a permitted kind of legal relation. 
An alternative formulation could be: The combination <Kind-Of-Right>, <Kind-

Of-Duty> is permitted. 
Integrity rule IR16: In FT5 the following combinations are permitted {<Claim, Du-

ty>, <Privilege-Noright>, <Power, Liability>, <Immunity, Disability.} 
Integrity rule IR18: The combination of <Kind-Of-Right> and <Kind-Of-Duty> in 

FT2 is a subset of the combination of <Kind-Of-Right>, <Kind-Of-Duty> in FT5. 
With the above declarations we see in the diagram at page … that every legal rela-

tion has to have a couple that is permitted. 
The Hohfeld model is fairly rich in casually defined integrity rules. To illustrate 

some of these we decided to confine ourselves to powers and immunities. We derive 
specialised fact types from the Hohfeld legal relation fact type to make the illustration 
more clear. In the fact type Power legal relation we have a fact type with three va-
riables, derived from the fact type Legal relation. See Fig. 2. We can now formally 
model all the rules that Hohfeld formulated informally. The exclusion integrity rule 
exc4001 specifies that a given party on the right side and a given party on the duty side 
with respect to a given matter can only have one of power or immunity, never both. 

We furthermore offer the opportunity to have fact instances that formally deny the 
existence of a power (called ‘No power legal relation’ in Fig. 2) or an immunity as 
persons find it sometimes useful to be able to express themselves that way. 

The following set of terms will be defined, paraphrasing Corbin: 

1. Legal relation. A legal relation is a relationship between two parties, one party in a 
certain kind of right and the other party in a certain kind of duty with respect to a 
specific matter. 

2. Claim. A claim party has the right to ask the question: what must the duty holder 
do for me with respect to a specific matter? 

3. Duty. A duty party has the obligation to ask himself the question: what must I do 
for the claim holder in this legal relation? 

4. Privilege. The privilege holder may ask herself: what may I do, without regard for 
the noright party? 

5. Noright. The noright holder may ask himself: what may the privilege holder do to 
me in this matter, without any regard for me? 

6. Power. The power holder (party A) in a legal relation can ask herself: what new 
legal relations can I create between party D (the liability holder in the legal rela-
tion) and myself of another party? 

7. Liability. The liability holder may ask herself: what new legal relations can the 
power holder create between me and himself and or others?  

8. Immunity. The immunity holder may ask herself: which of my existing legal rela-
tions is safe from alteration by the disability holder? 

9. Disability. The disability holder may ask himself: which of the legal relations of 
the immunity holder is impossible for me to extinguish? 
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The main parts of the semantic-conceptual model of Hohfeld in a diagrammatic re-
presentation: 

 

 

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the semantic-conceptual model (partial) 
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6 Conclusions 

Working in the field of building large scale information systems for organizations 
that have to base their (IT-) services on rules that they take from sources of law, we 
have set ourselves, in co-creation with the members of the Blue Chamber, the goal to 
develop a systematic, repeatable approach that would allow these organizations im-
prove their efficiency when designing and implementing such systems and keeping 
them aligned with changes in those sources of law.  

We based our work upon the work of Hohfeld, but we have extended his initial ca-
tegorical model of legal relations with temporal aspects allowing us to connect to 
events, and framed this extended Hohfeldian model in a formal semantic-conceptual 
model. Our conceptualization, as we have showed, has the advantage of clarity for it 
can be used to analyse complex legal rules and provides us with a mechanism that can 
‘calculate the meaning’ of situations, by calculating the legal effects thereof. Conse-
quently, we hope our approach is in tradition with what the great philosopher Gottlieb 
Wilhelm von Leibniz was dreaming of when he suggested ‘calculemus’, let’s calcu-
late, in his ‘The Art of Discovery’ written in 1685!  

In this paper we have presented the formal conceptual model including integrity 
rules that can be used as a basis for computing legal consequences, given some input 
situation and allows us to analyze and explain the legal interpretation of complex 
situations as well as complex rules.  

The conceptualization presented here however also has some limitations. In this 
paper we have focused on an important part of what we have to model: institutional 
reality. Connecting the institutional reality to brute reality, particularly through quali-
fication of brute facts into legal facts, is only briefly mentioned in this paper, a next 
paper will be needed to also describe how we see to cover this issue. Similarly, we 
have not addressed an equally important issue, representing brute reality by maintain-
ing an administrative reality. This topic is specifically interesting for accountancy, 
business administration etc. When drafting regulations one would have to take this 
aspect into consideration, for without a proper administrative basis (i.e. brute facts) 
that can be qualified as legal facts one would have to make lots of effort to make the 
legal system work.   

Despite the work that is still left for us to do, we are convinced that we came closer 
to our ideal, where drafters of laws and systems designers of services would work 
together to make life easier for all. By reusing building blocks in sources of law in 
abstract legal institutional constructions, expressed in legal relations and legal facts 
and their instantiations for specific regulations, and by standardization of descriptions 
of reality.  Not only would this lead to better and more adaptive information systems 
in public administration, but also would it help citizens to better execute their rights 
and fulfill their obligations as well. Last but not least it would enable them to partici-
pate in the political debate, being better informed about the political consequences 
knowing the effects of regulations rather than groping in the dark.  
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